
  125ML Bottle

Champagne Lenoble, ‘Brut Intense’  6.75 39.50
CHAMPAGNE | FRANCE
Family owned & rated 14 in the top 50 Champagne houses! Elegant with a  
dominance of Grand Cru Chardonnay which provides soft nutty flavours & a fruity nose.

Laurent Perrier Rosé Brut  13.00 75.00
CHAMPAGNE | FRANCE
Salmon pink with aromas of red fruits & rose petals. The aromatic richness is followed 
by a rich flavoured wine with hints of raspberry, strawberry & citrus flavours.

Dom Perignon Brut, 2004   175.00
CHAMPAGNE | FRANCE
The wine is opulent & succulent, complex & ‘edgy’, silky & creamy. The whole eventually 
melts into an exquisite bitterness tinged with the briney taste of the sea!

Prosecco, Ca’del Console, Brut  4.60 17.50
VENETO | ITALY
Great minerality with some lovely pear flavours, spice, with a beautiful delicate and dry finish!

Prosecco di Valdobbiadene Extra Dry ‘Vintage’   4.70 25.95
CONEGLIANO | ITALY
This is a ‘Superiore’, the highest quality Prosecco, from the best vineyards in the DOGC area! 
Green apple fruit, floral notes, beautiful soft textured with a delicate finish.

Prosecco Azzillo Rose, Brut  4.70 22.50
ITALY
Stawberries & cream! Lovely with a persistent ‘fizz’.

 CHAMPAGNE & SPARKLING WINES 



 125ML 175ML Bottle

Trebbiano 2.95 4.10 18.50
VILLA ROSSI RUBICONE, EMILIA-ROMAGNA | ITALY
Dry with a fruity upfront bouquet and a fresh citrus finish.

Sauvignon / Picpoul 3.35 4.70 19.80
LES GRANGES DE FELINES, DOMAINE DE BELLE MARE, LANGUEDOC | FRANCE
Fruit & mineral complexity backed up with fresh gooseberry.

Pinot Grigio 3.50 4.90 21.00
CASTEL FIRMIAN, MEZZACORONA, TRENTINO | ITALY
Wonderful elegant Pinot, showing fresh dry fruits, & a hint of spice & lemon.

Picpoul de Pinet 4.00 5.55 23.95
BEAUVIGNAC, LANGUEDOC | FRANCE
Wonderfully ‘steely’ & ‘floral’ aromas. Bone dry with a mineral & grapefruit  
tang & just a hint of white pepper. What a find! Excellent with  
anything from the sea!

Vermentino/Chardonnay/Sauvignon 3.50 4.95 21.00
‘LE POULET BLANCHE’ D’OC | FRANCE
Aromas of white flowers, peach & mango, with flavours of pear & lemon, 
a hint of minerality mingled with some vanilla on the finish.

Chenin Blanc, ‘Oak Aged’ 4.55 6.35 26.95
KANU, STELLENBOSCH | SOUTH AFRICA
Big, full-bodied Chenin, combining ripe peach & apricot fruit with the honey  
and spice of barrel fermentation, & cut with green apple freshness.

Gavi di Gavi, ‘La Meirana’ 5.25 7.30 31.25
BROGLIA, PIEDMONTE | ITALY
Great texture & precision with distinctive greengage & almond notes. 
Fresh & dry, a particularly good example!

Sauvignon Blanc 4.30 6.00 25.75
BUITENVERWACHTING, CONSTANTIA | SOUTH AFRICA
Nick loves this one! Fresh & expressive with gooseberry & capsicum notes.  
Some lovely tropical fruit & good acidity.

WHITE WINES

 70ML 1/2 Bottle Bottle

Botrytis Riesling ‘Late Harvest’ 5.50 28.50
WAIRAU RIVER, MARLBOROUGH | NEW ZEALAND
This rich Botrytis affected Riesling has intese complex flavours of honey,  
raisin, orange & lime marmalade all beautifully balanced with acidity.

LBV Por t 3.25  32.50
FERREIRA, PORTO | PORTUGAL
Powerful dark cherry & black fruit. Great intensity, great depth, aged for 
four years in cask then bottled & ready to drink! Beautifully rich.

Tawny Por t, 10 Years Old ‘Quinta do Por to’  3.75  39.50
FERREIRA, PORTO | PORTUGAL
Delicious dry fruit flavours; loads of spice resulting from long aging in barrel!
Winner of too many medals to mention! Special.

DESSERT & FORTIFIED WINES



 125ml 175ml Bottle

Pinot Grigio Riserva 4.75 6.65 27.95
MEZZACORONA, TRENTINO | ITALY
A complex & quite weighty style of Pinot Grigio, with notes of spice & pear,  
a ripe, rounded texture, & a whisper of smoke.

Chablis 6.10 8.50 36.50
DOMAINE N & G FEVRE | FRANCE
From the renowned William Fevre empire. Subtle wet earth & mineral  
characters mingle on the palate with complex layers of spice, toasty  
bread & honey flavours.

Pinot Gris   24.75
MOUNT HOLDSWORTH, WAIRARAPA | NEW ZEALAND
Spiced-pear aromas & a wonderfully opulent texture on the palate, balanced  
by a mineral note for freshness.

Verdicchio 4.00 5.70 24.50
‘DEI CASTELLI DE JESI’ CLASSICO SUPERIORE. MARCHES | ITALY
Complex & rich with hints of wild flowers & yellow fruit leading to a lively  
palate with hints of peaches, apples & citrus fruit.

Riesling   28.00
LANGMEIL, EDEN VALLEY | AUSTRALIA
A pristine palate with driving citrus & lime. Underlying minerality 
& green apples, crisp & clean with a long finish.

 125ML 175ML Bottle

Côte de Provence Rose Car te Noire 2.95 4.15 17.50
PROVENCE | FRANCE
Very refined dry rosé, with a floral aroma, red fruit, & excellent 
length in the mouth.

Zinfandel Rosé 3.60 4.95 21.50
BERINGER, CALIFORNIA | USA
Strawberries & cream with a luscious sweetness & fruit-filled bouquet.

Pinot Grigio Ramato 3.60 4.50 19.25
IL BARCO, VENETO | ITALY
What a find! Lots of red berry fruit with just a hint of spice.

ROSÉ WINES



 125ML 175ML Bottle

Zinfandel   31.00
SEBASTIANI, CALIFORNIA | USA
Full & complex, loaded with blackberries, spice & ground pepper with some  
vanilla overtones from the American oak.

Christine (Cabernet, Merlot, Cabernet Franc)   33.45
BUITENVERWACHTING, CONSTANTIA | SOUTH AFRICA
An exquisite Bordeaux-style blend with rich red fruit characters reminiscent  
of ripe cherry & blackcurrant, with undertones of black chocolate & tobacco.

Chateauneuf-du-Pape, ‘Haute Pierre’   44.85
DELAS, RHONE VALLEY | FRANCE
With a modern ‘boutique’ approach to winemaking, Delas is now regarded as 
one of the best! A heady blend of power, fruit & spice; cherry & raspberry fruit,  
with fresh pepper & herbs; excellent!

Privada (Malbec, Merlot, Cabernet Sauvignon)   31.95
BODEGA NORTON, LUJAN DE CUYO | ARGENTINA
‘Iconic’ & multi-award winning wine! Excellent complexity, loaded with ripe fruit  
spices, a hint of smoke & coffee. Rich & generous with superb concentration.

Alakai Grenache   29.95
JOEL GOTT, CALIFORNIA | USA
Another blockbuster!  Hand sorted grapes; French Oak; huge attention to detail! 
Rhone style, loaded with black cherries, blackberries, white pepper, some leather 
& herb complexity. Velvety tannins, not for the faint hearted!

 125ML 175ML Bottle

Primitivo Salento 2.95 4.10 18.50
BOHEME, PUGLIA | ITALY
Aroma of plums & strawberry jam. Beautifully balanced.

Malbec 3.85 5.35 23.00
FINCA LA COLONIA, BODEGA NORTON, MENDOZA | ARGENTINA
At the foot of the Andes, high elevation, sun, cool nights, perfect! 
Ripe red fruit flavours wth a touch of smoke & vanilla to complement the plum 
& blackberry fruit.

Rioja Crianza 4.00 5.60 24.00
AZABACHE | SPAIN
Chocolate aromas that follow through onto the palate! Hints of liquorice,  
fresh & lively with some blackberry fruit.

Very Sexy Shiraz 3.75 5.55 21.95
CLOOF, DARLING | SOUTH AFRICA
Exceptionally well balanced Shiraz that combines freshness with weight,  
aroma with concentration, & rich blackberry fruit with a spicy, mineral lift.  
Powerful, characterful, & individual.

Pinotage 4.00 5.60 23.95
BACKSBERG ESTATE, PAARL | SOUTH AFRICA
Michael Black has produced a full bodied, delicious crushed berry fruit wine,  
with leathery overtones & velvety tannins. Great with charcuterie.

Merlot Reserve 3.35 4.65 19.95
‘BLOCK SELECTION’, LA PLAYA, COLCHAGUA | CHILE
This is a real treat! Loaded with ripe black fruit, sweet plums with vanilla  
& spice notes.

Shiraz 5.45 7.55 31.95
LANGMEIL, BAROSSA VALLEY | AUSTRALIA
A quintessential expression of Barossa Shiraz, with aromas of plum 
& mulberry offset by chocolate, cinnamon & pepper. Rich & voluptuous with  
some spice & fresh fruit.

Carneros Pinot Nior 9.25 12.95 55.35
SAINTSBURY | CALIFORNIA
This is why we don’t go to Burgundy! A combination of generosity & finesse  
marks this Pinot Noir, which offers black cherry & spice aromas with a  
long mineral finish!

RED WINES


